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License Hot Stamping Machine 

  

A machine that uses hot stamping to quickly, accurately and uniformly color embossed 

license plates. The machine uses fading foils of various colors to coat the embossed 

design. 

The new technology solution implemented in this machine reduces its power 

consumption. Because of this, the stamping machine is an efficient machine of its kind on 

the market. 

Intelligent hot stamping machine technical specifications: 

·Intelligent hot stamping equipment must have a valid test report issued by the inspection 

agency designated by the public security traffic management department 

· It should have an operation interface for hot stamping parameter setting, display and 

information prompts; 

· The cumulative use time of the hot stamping roller should be counted, and the hot 

stamping roller should be prompted when the service life is reached; 

· Should have self-cleaning function. Self-cleaning with electrostatic brush, etc., used to 

remove static electricity and dust on the number plate; 

· Temperature control should be available. The hot stamping roller working temperature 

and set temperature error should be less than ±5 °C, when the temperature difference 

exceeds ±5 °C, the equipment should stop working and alarm; 

  

Technical characteristics 

 Hot stamping technology has the following advantages over traditional mime printing 

processes: 

No need for mime printing and drying process, saving more intermediate costs; 

 ·High production efficiency and the purpose of fast card issuance; 

 ·The hot stamping process has no organic solvent discharge, and it is 

environmentally friendly and safe; 

· Better transport safety and storage stability than ink; 

· The patterned hot stamping film is anti-counterfeiting. 

 The main parts are made of aluminum alloy, which is small, light and convenient to 

move, especially suitable for license plate production points; 

 The rack comes with adjustable casters for easy movement and fixing; 

 The whole machine adopts ergonomic design, which is easy to operate and beautiful 

in appearance.； 

 Technical features: 
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 ·The main parts are made of aluminum alloy, which is small, light and convenient to 

move, especially suitable for license plate production points; 

 ·The rack comes with universal moving casters for easy movement and fixing; 

· Industrial tablet touch screen control, integrated parameter settings, operation, 

equipment calibration, alarm information prompts and other functions; 

 ·The preheating device can preheat the semi-finished license plate to reduce the 

heat loss of hot stamping and enhance the hot stamping effect; 

 ·The heat sink can quickly dissipate the device and save time; 

 ·The film end adopts magnetic powder brake device, full digital and high-precision 

tension control to avoid wrinkling of hot stamping film; 

 ·The rubber roller adopts imported silicone rubber and has a temperature resistance 

of 300 °C; 

 ·Imported far-infrared ceramic heating, uniform heating, fast temperature 

compensation; 
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Power supply Single phase AC220V 50Hz 

Heating power 2400W 

Glue roll motor power 90W 

Recycling file motor power 10W 

Max wide 170mm 

Hot stamping temperature 170℃～240℃ 

Hot stamping gap Precision 0.01mm 

Conveyor belt speed 1.8m/min 

Preheat time ≤40min 

Glue roll working time 2000h 

NET size(L*W*H) 870*435*525mm 

NET weight 160Kg 

weight with packing 200Kg 

noise ＜70DdB 
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